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ENTROPY

The term entropy means “transformation". Entropy is a thermodynamic property of 
a working substance which increases with the addition of heat and decreases with 
removal of heat. It may be regarded as a thermodynamic variable (parameter of 
thermodynamic state like pressure, temperature etc.) introduced to facilitate the study of 
working fluids (working substances) when they are passing through reversible cycle 
(cycle consisting of only reversible operations). It is used by engineers as a means of 
providing quick solutions for problems dealing with isentropic operation. Entropy is usually 
represented by the symbol <t> (phai). The small increase of entropy, d<P of a substance 
is defined as the ratio of small addition of heat, dQ to the absolute temperature, T of 
the substance at which the heat is supplied.

_ dQ ...(4.1)i.e. cW> = -  or dQ = T x cW> v '

The source of heat may be internal such as friction. The heating process represented
on a diagram having absolute temperature and 

? entropy as the two coordinates, is known as
temperature-entropy or T-Q> diagram as shown in 
fig. 4-1. Let a substance be supplied with small 
amount of heat, dQ, during which the mean 
absolute temperature is T.

Then, area of the shaded strip (fig. 4-1) is 
given by T x O  = dQ, by definition from eqn. 
(4.1).

/. Area under the curve 1-2

= j TxdQ  = jd Q

^  *  = total heat supplied or transferred to the
substance.

Fig. 4-1. Heating process represented on Thus, the area under the T-O curve represents
temperature-entropy diagram. the heat supplied to the substance during the

process, i.e. if a substance is heated from 
temperature Ti to T2, the amount of heat supplied «is given by the area under the 
curve 1-2 as shown in fig. 4-1.

Entropy is not the physical property of a substance in the same sense as pressure, 
volume, temperature etc. and therefore, it cannot be measured directly by instruments. 
It is a derived thermal property of a substance. It is used to indicate the thermodynamic 
state of a substance in the same sense as pressure, volume, temperature etc. The

4.1 Introduction

T

Entropy
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property, entropy obviously depends upon the mass of the system and hence it is an 
extensive property.

Entropy is measured per unit mass, and therefore, it would be more precise to 
speak of it as specific entropy as in case of specific volume etc. Absolute values of 
entropy cannot be determined, but the change in its value can be determined by 
reckoning the change from an arbitrary datum level of temperature. For steam, this 
arbitrary datum level is taken as O'C, while for refrigerants (ammonia, carbon dioxide, 
Freon etc.,) this arbitrary datum level (reference point) is taken as -40*C. At this 
temperature of reference or datum, the entropy of the substance is assumed to be 
zero.

The unit of entropy is heat unit per degree Kelvin per kilogram mass of fluid. 
Entropy is expressed as kJ/kg K. Since, this unit of entropy has no important meaning, 
it is customary to speak of it as so many units of entropy, without referring to the 
dimensional units. Entropy is commonly used with absolute temperature (K) and enthalpy 
or total heat (H) kJ per kg to show graphically the state of a working stance. The 
H-tl> (enthaipy-entropy) and T-<D (temperature-entropy) charts are available for steam, 
air, carbon dioxide, ammonia, Freon etc.

The reason for introducing this thermodynamic variable will be clearly understood
71 _ 72

by considering the Carnot cycle. The effeciency of the Carnot cycle, r| = — ^—  (which 

will be proved later in chapter 9).

For temperature range of one degree (i.e. Ti -  T2 -  1),

dWBut efficiency, = ~~  (by definition)

Since, the Carnot cycle has maximum efficiency, the importance of entropy which 
represents the greatest amount of work obtainable per degree fall in temperature, will 
be at once evident from eqn. (4.2).
4.2 Clausius Theorem

Clausius formulated that “all processes in the nature are irreversible, and the entropy 
of universe tends to become a maximum,n

Let Q be the quantity of heat flowing from a hot body at absolute temperature Ti 
to a cold body at absolute temperature T2. The hot body temperature Ti looses entropy

by while the cold body gains entropy by ~  which is greater than so the gain

f . . . .  , . . . O O  Q (Ti -  72)of entropy of the system as a whole is - = - — •Tz T\ Ti Tz
Thus, in all natural processes heat flows from a body at higher temperature to 

one at lower temperature. This process of heat flow cannot be reversed. It is obvious, 
that entropy increases and tends to become maximum as the temperature falls.
4.3 Entropy of Perfect Gases (General Expression)

Since entropy is a function of the thermodynamic state of substance, its change

1 dW dW = ~  = d o  Ti
...(4.2)



can be expressed in the same manner as temperature, pressure and volume. From the 
law of conservation of energy,

Heat supplied = Work done + Change in internal energy i.e. dQ -  dW + du
Now, dW = pdv
Then, for a small change in the state of a system of one kg of perfect gas, 

dQ = p-dv + du 
But, du = kyrdT :. dQ -  pdv  + kv-dT

dT
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Diving throughout by T, = j *  dv+ k v x - j

But, = ctt> (definition). cW> = ^ .x  dv+ kvx ~

D R
But, pv = RT for one kg of perfect gas, i.e. j ~ ~

a dv . dT ctt> = R x  —  + kv x  — v T

Integrating both sides, J dQ> = J R —- + J kv-
dT

If we regard kv as constant for the temperature range of Ti to Tz, then integral 
becomes

T2
1 1

/-r_\
0 2 -O i = kv loge Ti 

v /

+ R log0 vi
V

per kg
...(4.3)

Expression (4.3), can also be expressed in terms of pressures and temperatures. 
From characteristic equation for perfect gas,

P 1 V1 P z V z  Yz P i  w ?2— — or — ■ x 
Ti T2 V| P2 T1

V?Substituting this value of — in eqn. (4.3), we have,

<J>2 — <t>i = kv loge 'T z ' + R loge7i v /

= kv\oge \ y  + R\og0

E l
pz T\

El
Pz

\
f 7”2)+ Wloge

/
T2

(kv+ loge
h\ J

+ R loge

Tz
i, <s>2 -  Oi = kp loge -  R loge V

S ',
per kg

... (4.4)

To express eqn. (4.3) in terms of pressures and volumes, we have from characteristic 
equation for perfect gas,

P1V1 Pz*z „  Tz vz w Pz



Now, = kv\oge

0>2 -<Di= M o g e

= kv loge

= kv loge
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t j- \  t

+ ft loge
v

V2 P2 
X

v-1 P1
V

'P z '

VZ
V̂ [from eqn. (4.3)]

vP’ /
'P z'

+ R log® 

+ kv\ oge

V1

+ R loge yz

:. <I>2 — O i = kv log©

v
/ - \  P2
P1

P1
p < „+ ftj log< v2

+ kp log©
(vz\

V1
per kg (4.5)

It is convenient to regard lower limit (reference point) of entropy, <J>, as zero at 
N.T.P. (0‘C and 1 01325 bar).
Problem-1: Air at an initial condition of 14 bar, 03 m3 and 20'C is compressed to 
a pressure of 4-5 bar, and its volume reduces to 012 m . Calculate the change of 
entropy during the process. Assume air as perfect gas. Take R = 0287 kJ/kg K and 
kv = 0 7165 kJ/kg K for air.

Using characteristic equation for perfect gas,

P1V1 = mRT1 i.e. m = 

Again, pzv2 = mRT2 i.e. Tz =

P1̂ 1
RT, 

pzvz

.(IP *  H ). °:3------ = 0.488 kg
0 287 x 10 x (20 + 273)

(10s x 4-5) 0-12
mR 0-488 x 0-287 x 103 

Using eqn. (4.3) for one kg of air, change of entropy ,

= 385 K

<J»2 -< t>1 = f t  loge
'vz}
V1 V /

+ kv log® f  Tz} fO-12N= 0-287 log® 0-3 + 0-7165 log© 385 x 
293

= -0-2627 + 0-1809 = - 0  0818
/. Total change of entropy = 0-488 x ( -  0-0818) = -  0-0399 unit of entropy. 
Negative value of change of entropy shows that heat is abstracted or removed 

from air, i.e. entropy decreases.
Problem-2 : One kg of air at 700 kPa and 27’C is expanded to a pressure of 600 
kPa and temperature of 120’C. Assuming the value of ft = 0287 kJ/kg K and kp = 
10035 kJ/kg K, calculate the change of entropy during the process.

Now, 7i = 27 + 273 = 300 K; Tz = 120 + 273 = 393 K.
Using eqn. (4.4), the change of entropy per kg of air,

<1)2 - 0 , = kp loge -  ftloge(P2>
Pi

= 1 0035 loge 393
300 -  0 287 log0 600

700
= [1 0035 x 0 27] -  [0 287 x ( -  0-1541)] « 0 315184 units 

Positive value of change of entropy shows that heat is added i.e. entropy has
increased. 
HE I -  6
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4.4 Changes of Entropy for Perfect Gas
Expressions are derived for change of entropy during various thermodynamic 

processes for perfect gas.
4.4.1 Constant Volume Process : Let one kilogram of gas be heated from 

temperature T/ to temperature T2 at constant volume. Let /cv be the specific heat of 
the gas at constant volume. The value of kv is assumed to be constant between the 
temperature range of Ti to T2.

Consider a small element of area of the diagram shown shaded in fig. 4-1 where 
the mean absolute temperature is T.

Left dT = a very small increase of the temperature, and
d<t> ? corresponding small increase of entropy during this change of temperature.

As heat is transferred at constant volume and the increase of temperature is dT, 
dQ = kvdT

Then, by definition of specific entropy, T x = dQ -  kvdT
dQ kv ■ dT 
T  = ~ fDividing throughout by T, we have, d<P =

Then, total change of entropy, <t>2 -  <I>1 = J -or = J k v  dT = kv
Tz

JdT
T

t
'[loge(T)J

= M oge = fryloge P?
Pi

per kg ...(4.6)

Alternatively, eqn. (4.6) can be obtained directly 
from eqn. (4.3) by putting vz = Vi.

Figure 4-2 shows the plot of the eqn. (4.3) for 
, 2 m K ^  constant volume process assuming value of 4>i as

zero at 273 K, i.e. datum is taken as 0‘C.
m d:

Positive value of change of entropy will show 
■ - that heat is added and entropy has increased, and

Fig. 4 2. Constant volume and constant pres- neg a fjVg value will ShOW that heat is abstracted
sure processes (curves) on T-<i> diagram, (removed) and entropy has decreased.

4.4.2 Constant Pressure Process : In constant pressure process, heat supplied
for one kg of gas is given by, dQ = kp dT. Dividing both the sides by T, we have,

Entropy

dQ = k p ° But, c«> = ~  from eqn. (4.1). cfl> •= kp dT
T

Then, total change in entropy, O2 -O 1 = -  kp[k>ge(7)J

'Tz V2 '<|)2 _cD1 = kp loge ri = kp log0 per kg (4.7)
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In this case also kp is assumed constant between the temperature range of Ti to 
7* The eqn. (4.7) can be obtained directly from eqn. (4.4) by putting p2 -  p i. Figure 
4-2 shows the plot of entropy change for constant pressure process, taking datum as 
O'C or 273 K.
Problem-3 : Two kg of gas are heated at constant volume from a temperature of 4'C  
to a temperature of 95'C. What is the change of entropy ? Assume fcv for gas as 
1415 kJ/kg K.

Using eqn. (4.6), for 1 kg of gas,

Change of entropy. O2 -O 1 = kv loge (TZ) = 1 -415 x loge 95 + 273
4 + 273

= 1 415 x 0-2839 = 0-4017 units of entropy (increase)
.-. Total change of entropy = 2 x 0-4017 = 0-8034 units of entropy (increase).

%
Problem-4 : Two kg of gas increases in temperature from 4 ’C to 95'C at constant 
pressure. Assuming kp for gas -  1 kJ/kg K, calculate the change of entropy.

Using eqn. (4.7), for one kilogram of gas,

Change in entropy O2 -O 1 = kp loge T2] = 1 x log® 95 + 273

4.4.3 Isothermal Process

4 + 273
s i x  0-2839 -  0 2839 units of entropy.

Total change of entropy = 2 x 02839 = 0 5678 units of entropy (increase)
Isothermal expansion process is represented on the 

T-<t> diagram (fig. 4-3) by horizontal line 1-2, as 
the temperature remains constant during the process.

The heat transferred is represented by the area 
under the curve 1-2. During an isothermal process, 
the transferred heat is equal to the work done as 
the change of internal energy is zero. Therefore, the 
shaded area under the curve 1-2 will also represent 
the work done by the gas.

.-. Change of entropy, <t»2-<J>i = or
»1 '2

■* As mentiioned above, for isothermal process no 
change of internal energy occurs and thus, heat 

* -  supplied (Q) is equal to work done (W) by the gas.
Fjg. 4-3 . isothermal process on T— diagram. But, work done during isothermal process,

W = P 1V1 loge
V1

<t>2 — <3>1 =
Q
T1

pi V1 loge 

T i”

vz
Vi mRTy

log*
rV2>
V1 ( V p iv1 * m flTi)

= mR log( v2
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<1*2 -  Oi = fllog*
(  v2^

= R logefp.0
P2

per kg (4.8)

Alternatively, eqn. (4.8) can be obtained directly from eqn. (4.3) by putting Ti = T2.
Problem-5 : Two kg of air at pressure of 10 bar and a volume of 0-03 m3 is expanded
at constant temperature until its pressure is 35  bar. Calculate the change of entropy
during the expansion, taking R for air as 0287 kJ/kg K.

Using equation for isothermal process, p iv i = P2V2,

Pi^i 10 x 105 x 0 03 _____ 3i.e. Vo = ----  = --------------- =■—  = 0 0857 m
P2 3-5 x 10

Using eqn. (4.8), change of entropy per kg of air,

<*>2-^! = fllo g e = 0-287 xloge 1 = 0-3012 units of entropy

Total change of entropy = 2 x 0 3012 = 0-6024 units of entropy (increase)
4.4.4 Frictionless Adiabatic Process: During frictionless adiabatic process heat is

not transferred to or from the working substance both 
T from internal and external sources and the work is done

at the expense of the internal energy of the substance, 
hence, dQ = 0.

i.e. ctt> = ^  = 0

This means that the entropy remains constant during 
frictionless adiabatic process. Many authors define this 
process as an adiabatic process. The better name for this 
process is isentropic process. In an adiabatic process, if 
friction is present there is going to be increase in entropy, 
i.e. it is not an isentropic process.

The isentropic process on 7-<J> or H-4> diagram is 
represented by vertical straight line 1-2 as shown in fig. 
4-4.

Entropy

Fig. 4-4. Isentropic process on 
T-<1> diagram.

For an isentropic process from eqn. (4.5),

(P2<t>2 -  <t>i = kv loge 

loge
S ',

*
kvP loge

v * \
(

V\
\

+ kp log0
v\

= 0

Taking antilog of both sides,

= -y lo g e 

P2
Pi

V1v y
= yloge

f vA

v
= log« V2 \  •/

V2 
V /

i.e. p iv iY = pzvz1

This is the law of isentropic process as derived in Chapter 2.
4.4.5 Polytropic Process : In a polytropic process, pressure, volume, temperature 

and also entropy changes take place. Taking the expression of change of entropy from 
eqn. (4.3),
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<*>2 - 0 ! = kv\ogt (TZ'

v /
+ R loge V'lv /

Using the polytropic law as pv'1 = constant, pi vin = p2V2n i.e. Pi
P2

Vz
V\\  /

* P1V-1 P2V2 . P1 V2 T|
But, from characteristic equation for perfect gas, r | f -  = i.e. ~  = x ^

Equating these two values of Pi
P2’

we have, m _ [ vz 
Tz vi

n- 1 from whcih

Hence, O2 -O 1 = M oge

= kv loge 

(

\

' Tzx
f i v y

' r 2|
t ] /

kp -ky \ k

vz
V'l

(  T . \

' 7 i '

Tz \  /

/7 — 1

+ R x j - -  loge

k n -k  U
n - i  k’9*

72 \ /

log*
A

= kh 1 -
l 7 _ l  
n -1 log£

V  1 ,

= k. n -y  
n -1 log* 5

7-1
per kg ...(4.9a)

The change of entropy in a polytropic process can also be expressed in terms of 
pressures and volumes by using characteristic equations

<1>2 — — k̂ n - i
nv /

iog<

<U2 -<I>1 = fcv(y - n) loge

(pz\

v * /
/ V
V1

V /

per kg and 

per kg

...(4.9b)

...(4.9c)

.13Problem-6 : One kg of a perfect gas is compressed according to the law pv 
constant and the temperature is raised from 5 C to 157’C. Assuming the characteristic 
gas constant R = 0275 kJ/kg K and value of kp = 1045 kJ/kg K, evaluate the change 
of entropy.

Now Ti = 5 + 273 = 278 K; T2 -  157 + 273 = 430 K.

As kv = kp -  R = 1 045 -  0 275 = 0 77 kJ/kg K, y = j *  = = 1 357.

Using eqn.(4.9a) for polytropic process, change of entropy,

f T $<l>2 -  O1* = k ( n - y '

0 2 — 4*i = 0-77

ioge T
V 's
( 1-3-1 357"j

n -1  

3
1 3 - 1

= - 0  0638 units of entropy (decrease)

log*
t 430 ] 

278
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Problem-7 : The air in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine at the beginning 
of compression stroke occupies 0-013 m3, the pressure is 100 kPa and,the temperature 
is 100'C. It is compressed to 0001 m3 according to the law p vn = constant and the 
pressure then is 2,800 kPa. Heat is now added at constant volume until the pressure 
reaches 5,600 kPa. Find the change of entropy during each operation, and state whether 
it is an increase or decrease. Assume that specific heats of air remain constant and 
kp *  1-0035 kJ/kg K and kv = 07165 kJ/kg K. .

Here, Ti « 100 + 273 = 373 K.

For polytropic compression, Pz
Pi

V "
VZ

i.e. -2,800
100

(0 013' 
0001 or 28 = (13)"

. „  = «?9_(28) ,  J :*? ?  fc, 10035
‘ log (13) 1-1139 1 3 a n a ? kv 07165

and R = kp -  kv = 1 0035 -  0 7165 = 0 287 kJ/kg K
p\v\

Now, p iv i = mRTi 

pi vi pzvz

m =

Also,
72

Tz
Ti

RTy

PZVZ
p iv i

100x0013 nnirM-_rr = 0 0121 kg 0 287 x 373

2JB00 x 0001 
100 x 0013

= 215

Using eqn. (4.9a), change of enttopy during polytropic compression,

0>2 -  $1 = m x kv n -y  
n -  1 log« (Tz)

Ti
= 00121 x 0-7165 x '1-3— 1-4^ loge (2-15)

1-3-1
= -  0 0022 units of entropy (decrease)

Using eqn. (4.6), change of entropy during constant volume heat addition process,

4>2 -  <|>1 = m xkv loge P*
Pz

= 00121 x 0-7165 ioge 

= 0-006 units of entropy (increase)

5,6001 
2,800

4.5 Estimation of Heat Supplied
The curve on a T-4> diagram representing the heating of gas is usually of a very 

small curvature, as shown in fig. 4-5. In fact it is so slightly curved that for a small
range of temperature, it can be assumed to be a straight line for approximate calculations.

Let one kg of a gas at temperature Ti and entropy 
4>1 be heated to a temperature T2 when the entropy is 
increased to <J>2- This operation is represented on the T-<t>
diagram (fig. 4-5) by the curve 1-2. The heat absorbed 
(added) during the process will be represented by the 
area under the curve 1-2.

For approximate calculations, heat absorbed (added)
= area under the curve 1-2
= Change of entropy x Mean absolute temperature

f7 i + 72x
Entropy-

_ (<J>2 -  O i) (4.10)

Fig. 4-5.
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Thus, heat supplied in the process from state point 1 to state point 2 is approximately 
equal to change of entropy multiplied by the mean absolute temperature. The approximation 
is sometimes used when dealing with superheated steam.

This approximation is also sometimes used for calculating the coefficient of performance 
of vapour compression refrigerating plants by assuming liquid line on T-<J> diagram to 
be a straight line.

Problem-8 : 03 m of air of mass 1 kg at an initial pressure of 55  bar expands to
a final volume of 0-5 m3. If the expansioin is according to the law pv13 = C, find; (i) 
the change in internal energy, and (ii) the heat absorbed (added) during the process, 
and show that it is approximately equal to change of entropy multiplied by the mean 
absolute temperature. Assume kv = 0-7165 kJ/kg K, y = 1-4 and R -  0287 kJ/kg K 
for air.

(i) Considering polytropic expansion,

P1V1 = p2v2 i.e. pg = Pi V1
2̂

i.e. pz = 5-5 (03
05

,13
= 2 83 bar

Further, 7i = p m  (10 x 5-5) x 0-3
mR 1 x 0 287 x 10

= 575 K

and T2 = P2^2 (10 x 2 83) x 0 5 = 493 K
mR 1 x 0 287 x 103 

Change in internal energy, 1/2 -  ui = mkv (T2 -  Ti)

(ii) Heat transferred, Q = •* "  x work done = J— - x
y — n
Y - 1

p iy i -  P2V2
(h -1 )

1

= 1 x 0-7165 (493 -  575) = -  58-75 kJ
n

Y - 1

_ X;: n 
~ Y -1 
= 1 4 - 1 3  
~ 1 4 - 1
h  19 53 kJ (heat added)

Using eqn. (4.9a), change of entropy during polytropic expansion per kg of air,

r 2) x - :  TX f l ( T |

x 0 287(575-493) x 1
1 3 -  1

O2 -O 1 = kv'n - y '  
n -  1 log*

(T2
= 0-7165 x 13_-1-4 

13 -1 iog«
(  493  ̂
595

= 0 0365 units of entropy

Mean absolute temperature = Ti + T2 575 + 493 = 534 K2 2
Heat absorbed = Change of entropy x Mean absolute temperature

(T \+ j2 )
2= (cj)2 — 0>i) = 0 0365x534 = 19 479 kJ.

This approximate result is very close to the correct value of heat transferred (O) 
calculated above.
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4.6 Entropy of Steam
Steam is a vapour used as working fluid or working substance in the operation 

of steam engines and steam turbines which transform some of the heat energy supplied 
to the steam in its formation into mechanical work. Although steam is not considered 
as a perfect gas on account of it being a mixture of dry steam (gas) and moisture 
(water), it possesses properties like those of gases, namely, pressure, volume, temperature, 
internal energy, enthalpy or total heat content and entropy. The pressure. volume and 
temperature of steam as a vapour are not connected by any simple relationship such 
as is expressed by the characteristic equation for a perfect gas. Properties of steam 
were first investigated experimentally by Regnault and subsequently investigated by Prof. 
Callender by carrying out extensive thermodynamic experiments by means of electrical 
calorimeters. Tables giving the properties of steam in each condition were compiled from 
the study of the equations derived experimentally. These properties are also represented 
on charts.

The quantities tabulated in the steam tables are the pressure, saturation temperature, 
specific volume, enthalpy (total heat) and entropy. Pressure, temperature and volume 
can be given their actual absolute values; whereas, enthalpy and entropy are purely 
relative quantities. They are measured relatively from convenient datum condition and 
calculated for one kg of steam. For steam, datum point is fixed as the condition of 
the water at a temperature of O'C. Thus, the enthalpy, internal energy and entropy of
water at 0’C are taken as zero. All their values measured above 0’C are considered
as positive and those measured below 0’C are taken as negative. The general conservation 
of energy equation is applicable to steam in the same manner as it is applicable to 
gases. The properties of steam and the changes in the properties can be determined 
by using steam tables and enthalpy-entropy (H-o) chart for steam.

The entropy of steam is only considered here but the formulae deduced for steam 
are equally applicable to other vapours. The process of generation of steam takes place 
in a boiler where the heating of the water and its evaporation takes place at constant 
pressure. If the steam so formed is superheated by passing it through a superheater, 
the process of superheating also takes place at constant pressure, that is, at the steam 
pressure existing in the boiler.

4.6.1 Entropy of Water : In general, addition of heat, dQ to one kg of water will
cause its temperature to rise by dT.

Then, dQ = kdT  where k = specific heat of water.

As explained earlier, the heating of water in the boiler takes place at constant 
pressure. Therefore, k may be replaced by kp. Entropy of water at O’C is taken as 
zero. The value of entropy of water reckoned from freezing temperature (To),and upto 
the temperature of formation (boiling temperature Ts) is written as <I>w or <1>/,

. . .  ... dQ k • dT . dTBy definition, cW> = - — dQ = — = k - y

Integrating between temperature limits of Ti and T?,
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Then, entropy of water, = kp \oge

where kp is specific heat of water « 4 187 kJ/kg K.
Value of <J>w can also be obtained directly from the steam tables. By varying value 

of Ts, a logarithmic curve shown in fig. 4-6 is obtained for heating of water at constant 
pressure. The curve is known as water line.

4.6.2 Evaporation Entropy : Heat added during evaporation takes place at constant 
temperature if pressure is maintained constant. If the steam formed is wet having 
dryness fraction x,

xL ... (4.12a)Entropy of evaporation, <t>© =
• s

If the steam formed is dry saturated, x = 1, then 

Entropy of evaporation, <t>e = ^ (4.12b)

The rvalue of evaporation entropy, <J>e = <t>s -  may also be obtained from the 
steam tables.

4.6.3 Wet Steam : If the steam formed is wet having dryness fraction x, total 
entropy of wet steam reckoned from freezing point of water (O'C),

xL
®wet ~ ^ w + TI C

= O iy+x lO s-O *) ...(4.13)

4.6.4 Dry Saturated Steam : The total entropy (Os) of dry saturated steam reckoned 
from the freezing point of water (0‘C) is equal to the sum of water entropy (Ow) and 
evaporation entropy (<J>e),

i.e. 4>s = kp \oge Ts' I
To ...(4.14)

The value of <l>s may also be obtained directly from the steam tables.
By varying value of pressure of steam, i.e.

value of temperature of steam, a curve is obtained 
as shown in fig. 4-6. This curve is known as dry 
saturated steam line. Horizontal distance ab between 
water and dry saturation lines is equal to the
evaporation entropy, Oe. Since value of enthalpy of 
evaporation decreases as the pressure or saturation 
temperature is increased, evaporation entropy 
decreases with the increase in saturation temperature. 
Thus, water and dry saturation lines come nearer 
to each other as saturation temperature is increased. 
The point at which they meet is known as critical 
point and the corresponding temperature and pressure 
are known as critical values. Critical temperature 

Fig. 4 6. T <I> i.urvo lor heating of water and point is shown in fig.4-6. For Steam, critical tempera- 
steam at constant pressure. ture is 374 14'C and critical pressure is 220 9 bar.
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4.6.5 Superheated Steam.: During superheating, the heat is supplied to the steam 
at constant pressure. If the saturated steam at Ts degree absolute, be superheated to 
Tsup degree absolute and the specific heat of superheated steam over this range of 
temperature is kp.

Then, increase of entropy during superheating = OSUp -  Os = kp \og(
( T ^1?UE

And the total entropy of 1 kg of superheated steam reckoned above the freezing 
temperature of water, •

Ts L<*>suP = kp loge ~  + — + kp loge
• O

= <t>w+<t>e + kp loge
f  t  A'sup = <t>s +kp loge ... (4.15)

The value of increase in entropy during superheating is usually to be calculated. 
The total entropy of superheated steam may also be taken directly from the steam 
tables.

Specific heat of superheated steam (kp) varies with the pressure and with the 
degree of superheating, increasing with the pressure and diminishing with the degree 
of superheating. The value of kp varies between 2 kJ/kg K and 2-3 kJ/kg K.

For different values of Tsup and fixed value of Ts, i.e. for varying degrees of 
superheat, various points are obtained on T-4> chart. The curve is then drawn through 
the points so obtained; then this curve represents the entropy of superheated steam at 
the chosen pressure, for all temperatures of superheat. This curve is a constant pressure 
line and is known as superheat line (line b-c in fig. 4-6). Similar superheat lines can 
be drawn for superheated steam at other pressures.

It should be noted that the area between the water line and the dry saturation 
line on the T-O chart represents wet steam. The area of the chart to the right of the 
dry saturated steam line represents superheated steam, and is known as area of 
superheat. The area of the chart to the left of water line is known as water region.
Problem-9 : Calculate from first principles the entropy of 1 kg of boiling water at a 
pressure of 2 bar. Compare the value with the cortesponding value obtained directly 
from steam tables.

From steam tables, at 2 bar, ts = 120 23’C and <t>w = 1-5301

Using eqn. (4.11), entropy of water,

<t>w m kp loge = 4-187 x loge f 12023 + 273^ 
0 + 273

= 4 187 x 0 3649 = 1 5281 units of entropy .
The corresponding value obtained from steam tables is 1 5301 which is very close 

to value calculated.
Problem-10 : Calculate from first principles the evaporation entropy of 1 kg of dry 
saturated steam at a pressure of 7 bar and compare it with the value obtained from 
the steam tables.



From steam tables, at 7 bar,
ts = 164-97'C, L = 2,066-3 kJ/kg, <&w = 1-9922 and <DS = 67080

Using eqn. (4.12), entropy of evaporation,
L 2,0663
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= Ts 164-97 + 273 = 4 7197 units of entropy.

The corresponding value obtained from steam tables is Os -  Ow = 6-708 -1  -9922 
= 4 7158 units of entropy which is very close to the value calculated.
Problem-11 : Using the steam tables, determine the entropy of one kg of steam at a 
pressure of 15 bar under the following conditions : (i) steam is dry saturated, (ii) steam 
is wet, the dryness fraction being 0-9, and (iii) steam is superheated, the degree of 
superheat being 100’C. Take kp of superheated steam at 15 bar as 2-3 kJ/kg K.

From steam tables, at 15 bar, <&w = 2-315, <DS = 6-4448 and ts = 198-32*C.
(i) Entropy of dry saturated steam, <X>S « 6-4448 units of entropy (from steam tables)

(ii) Entropy of wet steam, Qwet = O^ + xOe = <iv + x(<Ps-  O*)
= 2 315 + 0 9 (6 4448 -  2-315) = 6-0318 units of entropy

(iii) Using eqn. 4.15, entropy of superheated steam,

®sup — ^ kp loge
'sup = 6 4448 + 2 3 log* 198 32 + 100 + 273 

198 32 + 273

= 6 8869 units of entropy.
Problem-12 : Using the steam tables, estimate the change of entropy of 1 kg of steam 
at a pressure of 7-5 bar and 08 dry when heated at constant pressure to superheat 
it by 15’C. Assume kp for superheated steam as 2-1 kJ/kg K.

From steam tables, at 7-5 bar, ts -  167-78’C, Ow = 2-02 and Os -  6-6847
Entropy of wet steam, <$>wet = 0 w + x (0 s-0»ir)

=r 2 02 + 0 8 (6 6847 -  2 02) = 5 7678 units of entropy
Now, TSup = 167 78 + 273 + 15 = 45578 K and Ts = 167-78 + 273 = 440-
Using eqn. (4.15), entropy of superheated steam,

Qsup = <S>s+kp loge *sup = 6 6847 + 2-1 loge 455-781
440-78

J

= 6-7561 units of entropy
/. Change of entropy = 6 7561 -  5 7678 = 0 9883 units of entropy (increase).

Problem-13 : Calculate from first principles the entropy of 3 kg of steam at 14 bar 
and 360"C. Take kp of superheated steam as 2-1 kJ/kg K,

From steam tables, at 14 bar, ts = 19507*C and L = 1,959-7 kJ/kg.

Entropy of water, = kp loge

Entropy of evaporation, Oe =

Ts'
To 

v /
= 4-187 loge

1,9597 
19507 + 273

195-07 + 273 
0 + 273’

= 4-186

= 2 256
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Increase of entropy due to superheating,

<t>sup-<t>s = kp \oge f p- = 2-1 loge
1S

r 360jf 273 
195 07 + 273V

= 0-6348

Total entropy of 1 kg of superheated steam (at 14 bar and 360'C),

®sup = Qw+Qc+W sup-Qs) = 2256 + 4186 + 06348

= 7-0768 units of entropy.
Total entropy of 3 kg of steam = 3 x 7 0768 = 21 2304 units of entropy.

4.7 Temperature-Entropy Diagram for Steam
This diagram is very useful and convenient for the graphical solution of problems 

concerning the properties of steam. The curves shown in fig. 4-7 represent changes in 
temperature and the corresponding change in entropy. The ordinate represents the 
absolute temperature and the abscissa represents the units of entropy.

The state path o-a-b-c shows the variation in temperature and entropy of a kilogram 
of water when it is heated from 0*C or 273 K to the saturation temperature corresponding 
to the given pressure, then vaporised at the same given pressure into dry saturated 
steam, and finally superheated by adding further heat. The curves are drawn by obtaining 
entropy values from the steam tables and plotting these values against the corresponding 
absoh 't( temperature.

Let 1 kg of water at 0*C be heated at 1 01325 bar to the boiling point 100‘C. 
Then line oa will be obtained by plotting corresponding values of entropy and temperature 
during the heating of the water. The curved line oa so obtained is called water line 
or liquid line. During the heating, the temperature increases from 0*C to 100’C and the 
entropy value increases from zero to The area under the curved line oa represents 
the j?nthnlpy or sensible enthalpy of water (h).

hurllier addition of heat will cause evaporation of the water. The evaporation begins 
at point a and is completed at point b. The evaporation takes place at constant pressure 
and the neat added during the evaporation is the enthalpy of evaporation (L) which is 
r v < : *■/ •/' nrea under Jjhs iine ab During the evaporation of the water the
va’ue of liropy increases from to Os. The line ab is known as the evaporation line.

Entropy »
Fig 4-7. T -<1> diagram for steam.

Fig. 4-8. Plotting of constant quality or constant dryness 
lines on T-<t> chart.
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Since the evaporation is completed at point b, the steam has received all the heat 
it can take up (enthalpy of evaporation) at the given saturation temperature. If entropy 
values are plotted against corresponding absolute temperature of evaporation (Ts) obtained 
from steam tables, a curve will be obtained which is known as saturation line or dry 
steam line (not shown in fig. 4-7). The water and the dry steam lines ultimately meet 
at the critical point, where the temperature is the critical temperature (374-14’C for 
steam). The dry saturation line and critical temperature point is shown in fig. 4-6.

Further addition of heat after the water is completely evaporated (at point b), will 
cause the temperature and entropy of steam to increase further as shown by the curved 
line be. The curved line be is known as superheated line and the area under the 
curved line be represents the enthalpy of superheat. During the superheating of the 
steam the value of entropy increases from <J>S to <J>Sup.

Constant quality or constant dryness lines may be drawn on T-O chart in the 
following manner. Referring to fig. 4-8, ABC is the water line and DEF is the dry 
saturation line on a T-4> chart. As already explained, a horizontal line BE between the 
water line and dry saturation line represents the process of evaporation of one kilogram 
of water at a definite temperature. Point B represents one kiiogramof water at the same 
temperature, while point E represents one kilogram of dry saturated steam at that 
temperature. It thus follows that any intermediate point on BE will represent one kilogram 
of wet steam.

Length BE represents the increase in entropy during evaporation (Oe), and since 
temperature is constant during evaporation, the heat added is proportional to the increase 
of entropy. But after evaporation begins, the amount of water evaporated is proportional 
to the heat added, thus, if BE be divided equally into five parts at point P, Q, R and 
S, these points will represent 0-2, 0 4, 0-6 and 0-8 of a kilogram of saturated steam 
respectively. In other words, the point P, Q, R and S, represent a kilogram of wet 
steam at a definite temperature and of dryness fraction 0-2, 0-4, 0-6 and 0 8 respectively. 
Simiarly, point B represents 0 0 (zero) dryness fraction and point E represents 10
dryness fraction. Dividing CD and other horizontal distances between the water line and
dry saturation line into the same number of equal parts, and joining corresponding points 
by smooth curves as shown in fig. 4-8, lines of quality of dryness fraction 0-2, 0-4, 
0 6 and 0 8 are obtained.

Constant volume lines may be drawn' 
on T-O chart in the following manner, 
referring to fig. 4-9, ABC and DEF are 
portions of water and dry saturation lines 
on a T-4> chart. BE is the horizontal
distance between the water and dry 
saturation lines at temperature 140'C. 
Since distances from B along BE are
proportional to mass of water evaporated, 
these distances will also be proportional 
to the volume of steam produced, the 

^  temperature and therefore the pressure 
being constant. Thus, the length BE may 
be taken to represent specific volume of 
steam at 140‘C viz. 0-5089 m3. If P isFig. 4-9. Plotting of constant volume lines on T-<I> chart.
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a point on BE such that BP represents 0-5 m3 of steam, then BP *  0-5/0-5089 x BE. 
Thus, BP is calculated. Dividing BP into five equal parts, points representing 0-1, 0-2, 
0-3 and 0-4 m3 are found. Repeating the above method for different horizontal distance 
between water and dry saturation lines, other points representing 0-1, 0 2, 0-3, 0-4, 0-5 
m3, etc. are found, and joining corresponding points by smooth curves as shown in 
fig. 4-9, lines of constant volume are drawn.

A fairly complete T—O chart for water and steam is given in fig. 4-10, but a 
T-4> chart suitable for use in practice should be much larger and the quality lines and 
horizontal temperature lines should also be more numerous.

' Isothermal changes : On a T-4> chart, an isothermal expansion for wet steam is 
represented by horizontal line, the line ab (fig. 4-7) is an isothermal expansion representing 
the vaporisation of the water to steam. Similarly, the horizontal line in the superheat 
region represents the isothermal expansion of superheated steam, which behaves like 
a gas.

Isentropic changes : A frictionless adiabatic (isentropic) expansion is an expansion 
at constant entropy, since heat (external or internal) is not added or taken away. It is 
therefore, called isentropic. such an expansion will be represented by a vertical line on 
the T-4> chart as shown in fig. 4-10. Vertical lines AB and CDE are two isentropics 
on the temperature-entropy diagram of fig. 4-10. Vertical line AB denotes isentropic 
expansion of wet steam, while line CDE denotes the isentropic expansion of superheated 
steam. It illustrates the fact that superheated steam when expands isentropically will 
become dry saturated as at D and wet as at E. If a kilogram of wet steam having 
dryness fraction xi, pressure p i and temperature ti, expands isentropically to pressure 
P2 and temperature te, its final quality X2 at the end of expansion can be found by 
equating the values of the entropies for the two conditions and solving for x2 in the 
equation

4>̂ 1 + X! G>ei = 0*2 + X2 Qg2 

or <D  ̂+ Xi (<Ds1 -  <D^) = 0*2 + x2 (Os2 -  ®W2) ...(4.16)

The value of x i being known, the other quantities except X2 may be taken directly 
from the steam tables for the given pressures p i and p2- However, the same result 
can be obtained easily and speedily by using a complete T-4> chart and drawing a 
vertical line from the point representing initial condition of steam to meet pressure line 
?2.

4.8 Molller chart or Enthalpy-Entropy (H-4>) Chart
Another entropy chart which is commonly used by engineers is the Mollier chart 

(fig. 4-11). This is plotted by taking enthalpy (total heat) and entropy as the two 
co-ordinates. The portion of the chart below the dry saturation line is the wet steam 
area, while the upper portion represents the superheated steam area. Constant pressure 
lines are plotted over the whole chart; they are straight lines in the wet region and 
curved lines in the superheat area. Lines of constant dryness fraction are plotted in 
the wet region and lines of constant temperature are plotted in the superheat region.

As the base of the H-*S> chart diagram represents the entropy, ideal adiabatic 
(isentropic) process will be represented by a vertical line on the H-4> chart. Isentropic 
expansion is therefore also known as constant entropy expansion.

A throttling expansion will fee represented by a horizontal line on H-<& chart as
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enthalpy remains constant during this process. 
The main use of H-O chart is for finding out the drop 

during. isentropic expansion. The final condition of the steam 
can also be read off directly from the H-<t> chart.
4.9 Summary of Formulae
Expressions for change of entropy of a perfect gas :

(ia) General case in terms of temperature and volumes
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in the enthalpy of steam 
after isentropic expansion

(Ts'<J>2 -  <1>1 = kp log, j.- + R log* | — | per kg

(ib) General case in terms of temperatures and pressures

*  kp log, r ^ I ” per kg

(ic) General case in terms of pressures and volumes

<1>2 -  4>i = kv log, | + kp log, 

(ii) Constant volume process

<J>2 — — kv log, j y  | — kv log.

(iii) Constant pressure process 

4>2 -<!>i = fcplog, 2 — kp log.

'vs' 
v y

/PzN
v *,

vs
V1

V /

per kg

per kg

per kg

(iv) Isothermal or constant temperature process 

fV2d>2 -  <i>i = R log, | g* | = R log.
v */

per kg

(v) Isentropic or frictionless adiabatic process, i.e. pv* = constant
<J>2 — d>i = 0

(vi) Polytropic process, i.e. p\T = constant

<I>2 —4>i = ky n -  y 
n - 1

I n  — y<1>2 — *l>i = kv | ----- '

log,

log.
f f l
fPz'

Vz'
«*>2 — <l>i -= M y - n )  l o g , | —

per kg 

per kg 

per kg

Expressions for entropy of steam :

Entropy of water above freezing temperature, = kp log, f-~ j  kJ/kg K

xLEntropy of evaporation of wet steam, <J>, = -=. kJ/kg KIs

Entropy of evaporation of dry saturated steam, <t>» = kJ/kg K‘ s
xL _ . . .+ ~  — Omr + X V# TsTotal entropy of wet steam, 4>w«t = kp log, I y

as <&w + x (4>, -  <1>W) kJ/kg K 
Total entropy of dry saturated steam,

( T  \  L
<t>s = kp log, — I + =  = 4>w + 4>, kJ/kg K 

V°) '•
Total entropy of superheated steam, <bsuP = <ba + kp log.

(Tsup}

K
kJ/kg K

eqn. (4.3) 

eqn. (4.4) 

eqn. (4.5) 

eqn. (4.6) 

eqn. (4.7) 

eqn. (4.8)

eqn. (4.9a) 

eqn. (4.9b) 

eqn. (4.9c)

eqn. (4.11) 

eqn. (4.12a) 

eqn. (4.12b)

eqn. (4.13) 

eqn. (4.14) 

eqn. (4.15)



where T0 is the freezing temperature of water in absolute scale (273 K),
Ta is the temperature of formation of steam in absolute scale,
Tsup is the absolute temperature of superheated steam, and 
L is enthalpy of evaporation in kJ/kg.

Tutorial -  4
1. (a) Define the term ‘entropy’.

(b) Explain Clausius theorem.

2. Derive an expression for the change of entropy of a gas receiving heat at constant volume.

One kg of air is heated at constant volume from a temperature of 40"C to temperature of 150'C. What is
the change of entropy ? Assume kv = 0-7165 kJ/kg K for air.

[0-2155 units of entropy (increase)]
3. Derive an expression for the change of entropy of a perfect gas receiving heat at constant pressure.

0-2 kg of gas is heated from 727'C to 1,127’C at constant pressure. Assuming kp = 1-0465 kJ/kg K for gas,
calculate the change of entropy.

[0-07042 units of entropy (increase)]

4. Two kg of air at a pressure of 1,000 kPa and a volume of 0-03 m3 is expanded at constant temperature until 
its pressure is 350 kPa. Calculate the change of entropy during the expansion, taking R = 0-287 kJ/kg K for air,

(0-6025 units of entropy (increase)]

5. 2 kg of gas increase in temperature from 727‘C to 1,127'C at constant pressure. Assuming kp = 1-05 kJ/kg K 
for gas, calculate the change of entropy.

[0-7066 units of entropy (increase)]

6. Show that the area under heating curve on temperature-entropy diagram represents heat supplied during the 
process.

Find the change of entropy when 1 kg of air is compressed to one-fifth of the initial volume from an initial 
temperature and pressure of 7*C and 1 bar respectively, when
(i) the compression is isothermal, •
(ii) the compression is ideal adiabatic (isentropic), and
(iii) the compression is at constant pressure.

Take kv= 0-7165 kJ/kg K and R = 0-287 kJ/kg K for air.
[(i) -  0-4619 units (decrease); (ii) zero; (iii) -  1-165 units (decrease)]

7. 0 6 m3 of gas at pressure of 7 bar and a temperature of 275'C is compressed at constant pressure to a volume 
of 0-35 m . Calculate the change of entropy of this quantity of gas. Take R = 0 287 kJ/kg K and kv = 0-7165 
kJ/kg K for the gas.

[ -  1-44 units (decrease) ]

8. Two kg of air at 2 bar and 100*C changes its state to 1 bar and 37*C by polytropic expansion. Calculate the 
value of index of polytropic expansion and the change of entropy. Take kp and kv for air as 1 013 kJ/kg K and 
0-7179 kJ/kg K respectively.

[ 1 36, 0 04116 units]

9. A gas engine has a compression ratio of 6 to 1 . The maximum pressure is limited to 28 bar. The pressure and 
temperature of the charge at the beginning of polytropic compression are 1 bar and 100'C respectively. The 
index of polytropic compression is 1 35. Calculate per kg of charge the change of entropy (i) during the com-
pression and (ii) during the constant volume combustion process.

Take kp = 1 038 kJ/kg K and kv = 0 752 kJ/kg K for the charge.
[(i) -0  04042 units; (ii) 0 68605 units]

10. Derive an expression for the change of entropy of a gas during polytropic expansion.
Two kilograms of oxygen are compressed poly tropically from a pressure of 1 bar and 20"C to 7 bar. The gas 
constant R is 0-26 kJ/kg K, kp is 0-908 kJ/kg K and the compression is according to the law pv1 = constant. 
Determine the final temperature and the change of entropy.

[ 186*C, -  0 1 938 units]
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11. A quantity of air having a volume of 0-12 m3 at 1 bar and 20'C, is compressed according the law pv115 = 

constant until the pressure is 8 bar. Find the change in internal energy and also the change of entropy of this
1 quantity of air. Specific heats of air at constant pressure and constant volume are 0-9963 kJ/kg K and 0-7074 

kJ/kg K respectively.
[ 9 21 kJ, -  0 6622 units]

12. One kg of air at 5*C and 1 bar undergoes a change until the temperature and volume become 275’C and 0-13 
m respectively. Determine the decrease of entropy. Take kp = 1 0035 kJ/kg K and kv -  0 7165 kJ/kg K for air.

( 0 0343 units ]

13. Develop from first principles an expression, in terms of T  and v, for gain of entropy of a perfect gas during a 
change from condition pi, vi, Ti to condition pg, vg, Tz. •

14. Derive from first principles a general expression in terms of .Initial and final pressures and volumes, for the 
change of entropy of 1 kg of perfect gas when heated.

,. Calculate the increase of entropy when a quantity of air which occupies 0-05 m3 at a pressure of 35 bar and 
1,000‘C, expands to 1 bar, the index of expansion being 1-35. Take R -  0-287 kJ/kg K and kv = 0-7165 kJ/kg K 
for air.

[0-04673 units]

15. Derive a general expression in terms of the initial and final temperatures and volumes, for the increase in 
entropy o f a perfect gas when heated.

Air at an initial condition of 1-2 bar, 0-35 m3 and 25*C, rs compressed to a final condition of 5 bar and 0-11 
m . Calculate the increase of entropy during the process. Take R = 0-287 kJ/kg K and kv = 0-7165 kJ/kg K for 
air.

[0-07661 units]

16. Explain the term entropy and show by means of neat sketches how the lines of constant volume and constant
dryness fraction (quality) can be drawn on 7 -®  chart for water and steam.

17. Calculate from first principles the entropy of 1 kg of steam reckoned above 0‘C at a pressure of 13 bar and 
0-8 dry and compare it with the value obtained by using the steam tables.

[5-615 units; 5-6385 units by using steam tables]

18. Calculate from first principles the entropy of 1 kg of steam reckoned above O'C at a pressure of 10 bar and 
compare it with the value obtained by using the steam tables, when (i) the steam is wet, having 0-9 dryness 
fraction, (ii) the steam is dry saturated, and (iii) the steam is superheated, the temperature of steam being 200*C. 
Take kp of superheated steam as 2-3 kJ/kg K.

[(i) 6-123, (ii) 6-569, (iii) 6-6679; by using steam tables (i) 6-1416, (ii) 6-5865, (iii) 6-6854]

19. Using steam tables, calculate the entropy of 1 kg of superheated steam reckoned above 0*C at a pressure of
9 bar and with 20*C of superheat. Take kp for superheated steam as 2-1 kJ/kg K.

[6-7129 units]

20. Explain construction and applications of the following :
(i) T-<t> chart, and
(ii) H-<b  chart or Mollier chart.
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